455 MARKET EARNS LEED® GOLD!
Existing Building Certification 2014
We are most pleased to announce that 455 Market has been LEED re-certified to the Gold level, by the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC). LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is the USGBC’s leading rating system
for design, construction and operation of the world’s greenest, most energy efficient, and high performing buildings.
Evidence of this acknowledgement will be most evident at both main entries where the award seal is changed from
Silver to Gold.
455 Market is ECO-Active and we heartily acknowledge the participation and collaborative efforts of our many tenants
who continue to demonstrate their dedication to environmental sustainability and awareness, contributing to this
significant recognition as one of the greenest office buildings in San Francisco.
LEED certification for existing buildings presents unique challenges to building owners and tenants who must
demonstrate their environmental commitment and leadership by establishing and promoting rigorous green
rules and regulations.
Among the Building’s notable accomplishments for Environmental best practices, we are most proud of this year’s Gold
recognition and reminiscent of 455 Market’s standing as one of the very first LEED certified buildings in San Francisco,
with its Silver standing, in 2009. Ownership, Management and you, our valued tenants, have taken pro-active dedication
toward conservation, waste diversion, environmental protection, energy efficiency and ecologically friendly purchasing
practices.

Water Efficiency
455 Market has achieved major strides in water efficiency through the installation of auto-faucets and low-flow water
closets, in addition to the permanent water meters which measure the total potable water use for the entire building
for measured success.
Energy & Atmosphere
We continue our dedication to energy and atmosphere research and endeavors through implementation for ever
improving dynamics fostering mechanical and electrical system optimization through automation and control devices
as well as installation of energy efficient LED lights throughout indoor and outdoor common areas.
455 Market was a pioneer in green construction standards since 2004, years in advance of LEED. Projects must also
adhere to strict green construction standards, including demolition and materials used.
Waste Management
455 Market maintains is high diversion rate of 82.3%. Limited amounts of trash go to landfill, there by directly
contributing to a more sustainable environment.
We would especially like to thank our tenants for your significant contributions in the following:




Transportation Management: Through the use of alternative transportation such as public transport,
carpooling, bicycling etc.
Demand Response: Turning off unnecessary equipment when we are in a Demand Response mode with PG&E
to avoid blackouts
Energy Efficiency: Using waters filters for drinking; keeping window blinds closed and slats opened to
maintain comfort levels , reduce heat loads and reduce energy drawn.

